
 

 

B.  ElecRz Scooter numbers: Selling 

price $1,205.00 Cost price $845.00.  

Fixed cost of assembly line to produce 

it:  $435,000.00. 

 

 

 

 
 

Case!  Rzor Scooters Inc. 
 

Rzor is trying to determine whether to make a new yet traditionally designed Rzor scooter 
or an electrified model called the ElecRz.  See pictures below.  You have been hired as an 
Analyst to check out the situation and help them decide what to do.  Your analysis will 
likely show that one product is more profitable than the other.  Remember however, that 
this does not guarantee that they will decide to make the more profitable product! They 
might still choose the less profitable product because they see a longer term marketing 
potential for it; and therefore a better profit picture in the long term!  Never-the-less, your 
financial analysis will still be a critical component in their decision!  Start by reviewing the 
two products below and then proceed with the questions. 
 
A..  Rzor scooter numbers: Selling price 
$97.00 Cost price (or Variable cost) $54.50.  
Fixed cost of assembly line to produce it:  
$135,500.00. 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Questions:  
 

1. What is the selling price of the Rzor? 
2. What is the cost price of the ElecRz? 
3. How many Rzors do they have to sell to exactly break even?  Note here that ‘partial’ 

Rzors are acceptable. 
4. In reality, it would be dumb to make part of a Rzor.  How many full Rzors do they 

have to sell to at least break even? 
5. How many ElecRz’s do they have to sell to at least break even? 
6. How much profit are they making on each Rzor after fixed costs are looked after? 
7. How much profit are they making on each ElecRz after fixed costs are looked after? 
8. If we make 8300 Rzors what is the total profit? 



 

 

For the next  set of questions, assume that 4200 Rzors are 
made and that FC’s do not change. 

 
9. What will the Total revenue equal for all 4200? 
10. What will the Variable cost per unit equal? 
11. What will the Total variable cost equal? 
12. What will the total fixed cost equal? 
13. What will the total costs (all types) equal? 
 
14. From question 9, you have the total revenue.  From question 13, you have the total 

costs (all types).  Another key formula in business is:  Profit = Revenue – Expenses.  
Note that expenses are the same as costs.  Using this formula and the data you 
already have, what is the profit for the production of 4200 Rzors? 

 
15. The sales team has just arrived for the big forecast meeting.  

Hong, VP of Sales thinks she can sell 34,000 Rzors.  Sioban 
challenges her by adding 2000 more.   

 
 Then it’s Brians turn.  Being the VP of new products and somewhat cautious, he is 

forcasting 1400 units of the ElecRZ.  Sioban knows his personality, but also realizes 
the ElecRZ is a new product.  She negotiates with Brian, and they jointly arrive at a 
forecast of 1650 units.  Your job as analyst is to a) calculate the profit for each 
product and b) create a one page handout that you will pass to them in a meeting 2 
days from now.  The handout will make it easy 
for them to understand your financial analysis.  
Good luck! 

 
16. It’s now 8 months later and things are not going 

well!  At least not at ElecRz.  They have only 
sold 534 units.  Their initial advertising blitz is 
over and Brian knows he has to talk to Sioban 
about the forecast.  After a brutal meeting, he 
convinces Sioban that he should be allowed to 
adjust his forcast on the basis that the product 
was new.  He quotes Mintzberg “heh Sioban, 
you can’t predict this stuff!”.  His forecast is cut in half!  Brian thinks of Freddy 
Herzberg as he enjoys the feeling of great job satisfaction.  He happens to mention 
his big negotiation win to you during a lunch.  Later that afternoon, back at the 
office, you decide to run some numbers.  What if anything would you tell Brian?  
Show me what your email would say!  

Don’t forget the 
noted assumption! 


